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As permafrost thaws in the Arctic, huge pockets of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas --
could be released into the atmosphere. Experts are only beginning to understand how

disastrous that could be.



The melting Arctic is the proverbial canary in 
the coal mine of planetary health and a 
harbinger of how the warming planet will 
profoundly affect global security. 
At stake are billions of barrels of petroleum 
and other minerals potentially worth trillions 
of dollars at today's prices.
Climate change is accelerating international 
tension as the receding ice opens new shipping 
lanes, making resource development viable in 
areas once considered inaccessible.
European Union released a report warning of 
"consequences for international stability" as 
countries scramble to stake claims in the Far 
North.



Introduction Outline

• Session 1 The Problem of the global Commons

• Session 2 Climate Change

• Session 3 Resource Depletion and Exploitation

• Session 4 Climate Change, Resource 
Depletion, and Conflict

• Session 5 Nature, Wealth, and Poverty

• Session 6 Possible solutions



Problems of the Global Commons



The Commons

• The metaphor is one of herders sharing a 
common parcel of land (the commons) on 
which they are all entitled to let their cows 
graze

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commons


Examples of modern Commons—A 
park

• Water - Water pollution, Water crisis of over-
extraction of groundwater and wasting water due 
to overirrigation leading to global water shortage

• Forests - Frontier logging of old growth 
forest and slash and burn exacerbating climate 
change 

• The Oceans: Food and Energy Resources: Resource 
depletion

• Climate Change- Burning of fossil fuels and 
consequential global warming and resource depletion

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_pollution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_crisis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forests
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_growth_forest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_growth_forest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slash_and_burn




Are the Polar Regions part of the Global Commons?



• Arctic and Antarctica are vital determinants of 
global climate. 
– The presence or absence of snow and ice influences 

global heat distribution in ways that we will be talking 
about in this course

– and the polar oceans are the source of dense, cold 
bottom waters which influence thermohaline
circulation in the world oceans. 

• Arctic ocean circulation patterns distribute 
persistent organic pollutants globally  

• The ocean consists almost entirely of water and salt. The {density} of ocean water depends on both temperature (T) and salinity(S). The 
“thermohaline” circulation of the ocean refers to the flow of ocean water caused by changes in density. This can occur as the ocean is 
warmed or cooled at the surface by radiation and contact with the atmosphere, or by the addition of fresh water (rain, snow, and river 
runoff) or salt (from formation of sea ice). See our “Climate” page for an example of the thermohaline circulation.

http://www.esr.org/outreach/glossary/salinity.html
http://www.esr.org/outreach/glossary/sea_ice.html
http://www.esr.org/outreach/climate_change/climatechange1.html


Tragedy: Overgrazing

• it is in each herder's interest to put as many 
cows as possible onto the land, even if the 
commons is damaged as a result. 

• The herder receives all the benefits from the 
additional cows but the damage to the 
commons is shared by the entire group. If all 
herders make this individually rational 
decision, however, the commons is destroyed 
and all herders suffer.





The Earth as the Commons



Climate Change: Tragedy of the 
Commons

It was probably always too much to believe 

that human beings would be responsible 

stewards of the planet. We may be the smartest 

of all the animals, endowed with exponentially 

greater powers of insight and abstraction, 

but we're animals all the same. That means

that we can also be shortsighted and brutish, 

hungry for food, resources, land--and heedless 

of the mess we leave behind trying to get them.



How much warming?
http://www.breathingearth.net/

• The U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change issued a report on the state 
of planetary warming in February 2007 stating that  "Warming of the climate 
system is unequivocal," and there is "very high confidence" that human activities 
since 1750 have played a significant role by overloading the atmosphere with 
carbon dioxide hence retaining solar heat that would otherwise radiate away. 

• Global warming (aka climate change) is probably the most important issue to face 
our generation, and quite possibly any generation in history. The worldwide 
scientific community is virtually unanimous in its agreement that global warming is 
happening, that that it's our fault. If we let it get out of our control, the 
consequences - which will already begin occuring in most of our lifetimes - will be 
catastrophic. Just some of the consequences that can be reasonably expected are 
rising sea levels, more frequent and more severe natural disasters, large-scale food 
shortages, plagues, massive species extinctions, unprecendented numbers of 
refugees, intensified ethnic and political tensions, and a global economic 
depression the likes of which no one has ever seen.

http://www.breathingearth.net/
http://www.breathingearth.net/


How much warming?

• How much warming has happened? Scientists 
from around the world with 
theIntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) tell us that during the past 100 years, the 
world's surface air temperature increased an 
average of 0.6° Celsius (1.1°F). This may not 
sound like very much change, but even one 
degree can affect the Earth.. 

• A graph of global-mean surface temperature 
change for the same time period is shown in the 
graph below.

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/ipcc.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/ipcc.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/ipcc.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/ipcc.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/earth.html


So What? 



Causing…..

• . Higher temperatures cause a higher rate 
of evaporation and more drought in some areas 
of the world. It is considered very likely that 
increasing global temperatures will lead to higher 
maximum

• temperatures, more heat waves, and fewer cold 
days over most land areas. More severe

• drought in some areas, combined with other 
factors, has contributed to larger and more

• frequent wildfires.

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/Water/evaporation.html


And Affecting California Wines

• Wine is one of California’s most important agricultural products: The industry earns billions of
• dollars per year and is a critical part of the state’s cultural fabric. Wine grapes can grow in a wide
• range of climates, but the quality of each crop depends on a subtle balance of climate, soils, and
• landforms. Climate changes during the second half of the 20th century generally improved 

conditions
• in California’s premium wine regions as the incidence of frost decreased and the growing
• season began earlier. Further warming, however, would be unlikely to help wine growers in this
• area. One study concluded that if current greenhouse gas emissions continued, the projected
• warming would degrade the state’s premium wine regions from “optimal” to “marginal” by the
• end of the 21st century. Another study concluded that the area with the potential to produce 

premium
• wines could decrease by up to 81 percent.



Arctic sea ice is melting

– The summer thickness of sea ice is about half of 
what it was in 1950. Melting ice may lead 
to changes in ocean circulation. Plus melting sea 
ice is speeding up warming in the Arctic.

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/polar/cryosphere_climate1.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/polar/icemelt_oceancirc.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/polar/cli_arctic.html


Glacier melting



Sea Level is rising

• Warmer temperatures not only cause glaciers and 
land ice to melt (adding more volume to oceans) 
but also cause seawater to expand in volume as it 
warms. The global average sea level rose by just 
under .07 inches per year during the 20th 
century, but that number has risen to .12 inches 
per year since the early 1990s. Under a 
“business-as-usual” greenhouse gas emissions 
scenario, models indicate that sea levels could 
rise 2 feet or more by 2100 compared to 1990 
levels.



Consequences of rising sea levels

• A ruined house sits on the beach in 
Shishmaref, Alaska, where beach erosion has 
forced inhabitants to relocate or abandon 
their village. A U.N. climate change report due 
to be released Feb. 2 is expected to predict 
that sea levels will increase between seven 
and 23 inches by 2100. Such an increase 
would speed beach erosion and pose a 
significant threat to coastal land.



Sea surface temperatures are warming

Warmer waters in the shallow oceans have contributed 
to the death of about a quarter of the world's coral 
reefs in the last few decades. Many of the coral animals 
died after weakened by bleaching, a process tied to 
warmed waters.

• The Ocean Is Acidifying

• Much of the carbon dioxide emitted by human activity has already

• been taken up by the ocean, thus moderating the increase of carbon

• dioxide in the atmosphere. However, as carbon dioxide dissolves in

• seawater, it forms carbonic acid, acidifying the ocean. Ocean acidification

• will likely cause serious harm to such treasured marine organisms

• as corals, lobsters, and sea urchins

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/coral_change.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/coral_change.html


Heavier rainfall cause flooding in 
many regions

– . Warmer temperatures have led to more intense 
rainfall events in some areas. This can cause 
flooding.



Extreme drought is increasing

– . Higher temperatures cause a higher rate 
of evaporation and more drought in some areas of 
the world.

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/Water/evaporation.html


Ecosystems are changing.

– As temperatures warm, species may either move 
to a cooler habitat or die. Species that are 
particularly vulnerable include endangered 
species, coral reefs, and polar animals. Warming 
has also caused changes in the timing of spring 
events and the length of the growing season.

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/Life/classification_intro.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/coral_change.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/tundra_ecosystem.html


Hurricanes have changed in frequency 
and strength

– . There is evidence that the number of 
intense hurricanes has increased in the Atlantic 
since 1970. Scientists continue to study whether 
climate is the cause.

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/Atmosphere/hurricane/hurricane.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/hurricane_climate.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/hurricane_climate.html


What is climate change got to do with 
the Arctic and why is this a tragedy?



Arctic is heating up faster than the rest 
of the world…..



On average Arctic temperatures have risen twice as fast as in 
the rest of the world. 

• The Arctic has always experienced cooling and warming, but 
the current melt defies any historical comparison. 

• It is dramatic, abrupt, and directly correlated with industrial 
emissions of greenhouse gases. 

• In Alaska and western Canada, average winter temperatures 
have increased by as much as seven degrees Fahrenheit in the 
past 60 years. 

• The results of global warming in the Arctic are far more 
dramatic than elsewhere due to the sharper angle at which 
the sun's rays strike the polar region during summer 

• and because the retreating sea ice is turning into open water, 
which absorbs far more solar radiation. 

http://www.greenfacts.org/en/arctic-climate-change/l-2/1-arctic-global-warming.htm
http://www.greenfacts.org/en/arctic-climate-change/l-2/1-arctic-global-warming.htm


A Second Tragedy of the Commons: 
Resource depletion







Population Growth

s



Feedback effects….

• An explosion in population and consumption—fed by cheap, abundant energy—has brought 
previously unimaginable advances in health, wealth, transport, and communications. But this 
growth has come at an equally unimaginable cost. The world is at, nearing, or past a number of 
critical limits:

• Global oil, natural gas, and coal production
• Climate stability
• Fresh water and fish stocks
• Food production
• Biodiversity and habitats
• Some of these limits are now well understood; some remain controversial or unknown to the 

general populace. The full scope of the damage to the biosphere and the depletion of natural 
resources would take volumes to describe in detail,3 but the general picture is inescapable: we face 
looming scarcity.

• It is no coincidence that so many resource peaks are occurring together. All are causally related by 
way of the historic reality that, for the past 200 years, cheap and abundant energy from fossil fuels 
has driven technological invention, increases in total and per-capita resource extraction and 
consumption (including food production), and population growth. We are enmeshed in a classic 
self-reinforcing feedback loop.

http://richardheinberg.com/museletter/204


Fisheries collapse 

• For centuries, North America's coastal fisheries ranked among the most bountiful 
on the planet. For instance, five hundred years ago the English explorer John 
Cabot reported the waters off Newfoundland were so thick with cod you could 
catch them by hanging baskets over the ship's side. But the boom is 
over. American and world fisheries have entered a period of rapid and 
unprecedented decline:

• In the past 50 years, populations of large fish species - including tuna, swordfish, 
marlin, sharks, cod, halibut and flounder - have decreased 90 percent worldwide.

• A total of 98 species are overfished, according to the National Marine Fisheries 
Service; as a result, half of all U.S. fisheries and a quarter of the major fish stocks 
worldwide are in jeopardy of an abrupt, severe decline from which they may never 
recover.

• Fish stocks have collapsed in nearly one-third of all ocean fisheries, and all 
commercially valuable world fish stocks could completely collapse by 2048. [See 
the figure.]

• Unless something is done quickly, American waters may go from being the world's 
most abundant fisheries to a virtual undersea wasteland within just a few years.



Ozone Depletion



Depletion of global metal supplies

Copper



Arctic Alaska mineral resources

• in the southwestern portion of the area, in the 
Wulik fiver region, the world-class Red Dog 
base and precious metal (zinc, lead, silver, 
principally) deposit began production during 
1990, perhaps to eventually become the 
largest mine of its kind in the western world 
(d.Moore et def1986; Giegerich, 1986; 
Mowatt et d.,1990).



Oil



Declining supply of oil



Oil production is not sustainable



Depletion leads to exploitation





• Sum: Climate Change and 
Dwindling Resources: An 
explosive combination and a 
double tragedy----back to a little 
theory of the tragedy of the 
commons



Privatization

• Enclosures as the solution to the old tragedy of the 
English Commons

• process by which the commons were fenced 
(enclosed)

• and deeded or entitled to one or more private 
owners, who would then enjoy the possession and 
fruits of the land to the exclusion of all others. 

• The assumption is that if you own it you will take 
care of it.



Modern Privatization of the Commons: 
New Enclosures

• A solution for certain resources is to convert 
common good into private property, giving the new 
owner an incentive to enforce its sustainability 

• But many common goods, such as the ozone layer, 
global fish populations, or the global climate would 
be extremely difficult or impossible to privatize. 

• The privatization of energy resources would not 
necessarily halt depletion or slow it down.



Attempts to “privatize” cause conflict

• “Climate change will make scarce resources, 
clean water, viable agricultural land even 
scarcer”—and this will “make the emergence 
of violent conflict more rather than less likely.” 

» British Defense Secretary John Reid



Darfur may well be the first war influenced 
by climate change.   



Darfur as warning sign

• Resource conflicts of this type are most likely 
to arise in the developing world 

• but the more advanced and affluent countries 
will be affected too…..

• With sea levels rising, water and energy 
becoming increasingly scarce and prime 
agricultural lands turning into deserts, warfare 
over access to vital resources will become a 
global phenomenon. 



Military solutions to Climate Change 
problems?

• predictions about the coming environmental 
wars imply that climate change requires 
military solutions—a readiness to forcibly 
secure one’s own resources, prevent conflict 
spillovers, and perhaps gain control of 
additional resources. 



Arctic conflict

• The melting Arctic is the proverbial canary in the coal mine of 
planetary health and a harbinger of how the warming planet 
will profoundly affect global security. 

• At stake are billions of barrels of petroleum and other 
minerals potentially worth trillions of dollars at today's prices.

• Climate change is accelerating international tension as the 
receding ice opens new shipping lanes, making resource 
development viable in areas once considered inaccessible.

• European Union released a report warning of "consequences 
for international stability" as countries scramble to stake 
claims in the Far North.



Oil……….



An even greater prize … new sea-lanes created by the 
great melt. 



trans-Arctic voyages possible within the 
next five to ten years. 

• The Arctic is becoming like the Baltic Sea

• ice-free Arctic in the summer as early as 2013.

• What would opening the Northwest Passage actually mean?



Nature, Wealth, and Poverty

• For many of the 1.1 billion people living in 
severe poverty, nature is a daily lifeline – an 
asset for those with few other material 
means. This is especially true for the rural 
poor, who comprise three-quarters of all poor 
households worldwide. Harvests from forests, 
fisheries, and farm fields are a primary source 
of rural income, and a fall-back when other 
sources of employment falter. 



Climate change and poverty in the Arctic



Some solutions…..

• Changing paradigms…..

• Global governance……..

– Kyoto

– Arctic Council


